Sr-doped lanthanum manganite (LSM) is a widely used cathode material in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC). Despite being a poor ion conductor, LSM electrodes can reduce oxygen via two pathways: a "3PB surface path" which includes surface diffusion of oxygen species and oxide ion incorporation at the three phase boundary (3PB), and a "bulk path" based on oxygen diffusion in LSM. In this work, the kinetics of both paths and their dependence on temperature and electrode geometry is investigated by impedance spectroscopy on micropatterned LSM thin film electrodes. Differently shaped and sized macroscopic and microscopic LSM electrodes as well as LSM electrodes with oxygen blocking Pt capping layers are employed to identify two parallel reaction pathways of oxygen reduction. On circular microelectrodes the 3PB surface path carries most of the current in the lower temperature region (below ca. 700 • C), while at high temperatures (above ca. 700 • C) the bulk path is dominating. The significance of each reduction path also depends on the microstructure of the columnar LSM films which can be changed by varying pulsed laser deposition (PLD) parameters or by annealing. Moreover, relevance of a pseudo-3PB path across edges of the LSM electrodes is discussed.
Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are promising devices for environmentally friendly energy conversion systems.
1,2 They are not limited to the Carnot efficiency of heat engines and emit less greenhouse gases than conventional power generators. To further improve the efficiency of SOFCs the polarization resistances of cathode, electrolyte and anode have to be reduced. Particularly important in this respect is the resistance of the cathode. 3 Sr-doped lanthanum manganite (LSM) is still the most commonly used material in SOFC cathodes and among the most investigated ones. Oxygen reduction at an oxide cathode is generally assumed to proceeds via two pathways. On the one hand, after adsorption at the electrode surface and (some) surface diffusion, oxide ions may become incorporated into the electrolyte close to the three phase boundary (3PB). This path is termed "3PB surface path". On the other hand, after oxygen reduction at the electrode surface, the ions may enter the oxide electrode and then diffuse through the cathode to the electrode/electrolyte interface. This path is called "bulk path", irrespective of the exact transport mechanism in the electrode, which may involve the grain interior and the grain boundaries. 4, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Owing to its good electronic and poor ionic conductivity under high oxygen partial pressure, LSM is often assumed to be restricted to the 3PB surface path when being employed in porous and composite LSM/YSZ electrodes. 4 However, cathodic bias enhances the ionic conductivity of LSM, due to the reduced chemical potential of oxygen, and may lead to an increased contribution of the bulk path to the oxygen reduction rate. Improved performance of a bulk path under cathodic bias was demonstrated 35 and simulated 36, 37 for porous LSM electrodes. Moreover, tracer studies on LSM bulk material showed fast ionic grain boundary transport in LSM. 10, 38 Hence, significance of a bulk path in LSM and the parameters affecting the importance of each path are still under debate. 4 The relevance of the bulk path should strongly increase in investigations on thin film electrodes 9, 12, 13, 18, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] due to the very different ratios of surface area to 3PB length compared to porous electrodes. Such thin film electrodes can be prepared by pulsed laser deposition, and micropatterning leads to electrodes with defined and still significant 3PB length. Several studies report oxygen transport via a bulk path in LSM thin films 46, 47 and the variation of LSM microelectrode area and thickness indicated a dominating bulk path at temperatures of ca. 800
• C. 9, 40 A separation of the bulk path polarization resistance into surface and transport related resistances was shown in Refs. 14 * Electrochemical Society Active Member.
z E-mail: tobias.huber@tuwien.ac.at and 39 for low oxygen partial pressures. Measurements in a broader temperature range indicated that also for microelectrodes the 3PB surface path may be relevant. 9, 13, 40 Patterned LSM thin film electrodes, for example, showed a dominating 3PB surface path with a 3PB related rate limiting step at lower temperatures and appearance of a contribution due to oxygen transport in LSM around 800
• C. 12 Oxygen incorporation at the 3PB was also concluded from voltage driven 18 O reduction on micropatterned LSM electrodes. 30, 42, 43 All these data revealed that both reaction paths may become important for LSM thin film electrodes. Therefore, additional information on the parameters affecting the weight of the two reaction pathways is needed in order to get a clear picture of oxygen reduction kinetics on LSM.
In this study, extensive investigations have been conducted to identify the relevant reaction paths of micropatterned LSM thin film electrodes and to analyze their dependence on several parameters such as temperature and electrode geometry (3PB length and electrode surface area). Reliable and reproducible impedance data were obtained by using a symmetrically heated microelectrode measurement set-up. 48 The 3PB surface path and the bulk path of oxygen reduction on LSM microelectrodes could thus be successfully identified and separated.
Experimental
Sample preparation.-(La 0.8 Sr 0.2 MnO 3 ) powder (Sigma Aldrich, USA) was isostatically pressed, sintered for 12 h at 1200
• C in air and used as target for the PLD process. Films were deposited on polished yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) (1 0 0) single crystals (9.5 mol% Y 2 O 3 , CrysTec GmbH, Germany) using a KrF excimer laser (248 nm, COMPex Pro 201 F, Lambda Physics, Germany). Laser beam energy was set to 400 mJ per pulse at 10 Hz pulse frequency. The deposition was performed in 4 · 10 −2 mbar O 2 atmosphere at substrate temperatures of 600
• C, 700
• C and 850
• C. The temperature at the YSZ surface was monitored by a pyrometer (Heitronics KT-19.99, Germany). The film thickness (between 100 nm and 240 nm) was controlled via deposition time and measured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 200 FEG, Netherlands) and digital holographic microscopy (DHM, Lyncee Tec, Switzerland). Gas tightness of the films was checked by 18 O tracer exchange and subsequent time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS 5, ION-TOF GmbH, Germany). Microstructure and film growth was investigated by SEM and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI TECNAI F20). All LSM films showed a columnar grain growth with varying grain diameters, dependent on the substrate temperature in the PLD. Details on the thin film microstructure are given elsewhere. 49 Platinum capping layers (thickness of about 400 nm) were deposited on top of some LSM films via DC magnetron sputtering (MED 020 Coating System, BAL-TEC, Germany) of Pt (99.95% pure, OGUSSA, Austria) at room temperature. The Pt film thickness was determined by ex-situ calibration using a quartz crystal microbalance and checked by SEM measurements. Micropatterning of the LSM films and LSM/Pt bilayers was performed by photolithography and subsequent chemical etching in 30% concentrated hydrochloric acid or ion beam etching with 2 keV Ar + ions (incidence perpendicular to the sample surface). The following samples with different shapes of LSM and/or LSM/Pt electrodes were thus prepared ( Fig. 1): -(a) Circular shaped LSM and LSM/Pt microelectrodes from Ø = 90 μm to Ø = 300 μm, deposited on one side polished 10 · 10 · 0. Impedance spectroscopy and data analysis.-Electrochemical characterization of the LSM and LSM/Pt microelectrodes was done by means of two point impedance measurements using Alpha-A High Resolution Dielectric Analyzer (Novocontrol, Germany). Impedance spectra were recorded at temperatures from 280
• C to 950
• C in the frequency range between 10 6 and 10 −3 Hz (if required) with a resolution of 5 points per frequency decade. An exact equivalent circuit of a bulk path in a mixed conducting electrode is given in Ref. 50 , including a surface resistance but neglecting grain boundary contributions. It is based on a transmission line for the grain interior and interfacial impedance elements. However, according to Ref. 14, this model yields meaningful fit parameters for LSM thin film electrodes only for low and medium oxygen partial pressures due to similar relaxation frequencies of bulk and surface processes.
Here, we deal with measurements in air, with partly two active reaction paths, and with grain boundaries in LSM playing an important role (see Results). Thus, a mechanistic interpretation of the spectra shape is highly non-trivial and may easily become speculative. Therefore, the entire paper relies on the analysis of the total polarization resistance (R tot ) rather than on a detailed spectrum interpretation. The very simplified equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 was used to parameterize all impedance data of this study in order to determine R tot = R a + R b (fit software Z-View2, Scribner, USA). The equivalent circuit fits all spectra acceptably well and reproduces the shoulder/arc usually occurring in the medium frequency range.
The authors are aware of the fact that for both bulk and 3PB surface path the equivalent circuit is not backed by a mechanistic model. Only a bulk path with negligible transport resistance would lead to this circuit, 51 and such a situation is not expected for LSM. The reason for still using a nested circuit instead of two serial RC-elements is the following: For a bulk path with a resistive transport contribution, also two serial RC-elements are mechanistically incorrect; 50 for a 3PB surface path, on the other hand, the LSM/YSZ interfacial capacitance is indeed parallel to all resistances of the electrode reaction. This is taken into account by CPE b .
Constant phase elements (CPE) rather than ideal capacitances were used with the complex impedance of a constant phase element Z CPE being given by
Therein ω denotes the angular frequency of the AC signal, and n and Q are fitting parameters. For n < 1 a capacitance value C can be estimated from Q with its parallel resistance R using the equation
Measurement set-ups.-Two different micro-contact set-ups were employed for the experiments. An asymmetrically heated measurement set-up (Fig. 3a) was used for quick measurements, since it allows fast heating and changes of the contacted electrode within seconds. It can thereby provide reasonable statistical information over a large number of different microelectrodes on one and the same sample within relatively short times. It also allows monitoring optical changes of the contacted microelectrode in real time during the measurement. The second measurement set-up is the symmetrically heated chamber sketched in Fig. 3b . It is characterized by a homogeneous, precisely measureable temperature with negligible temperature gradients in the contacted sample. This set-up enables continuous measurements on one and the same microelectrode from room temperature up to 1000
• C without losing contact. Minimizing the temperature gradient also minimizes the thermo-voltages, which prevents unintended polarization and thus undefined measurement conditions. 29, 48 During the measurements, all contacting parts of the symmetrically heated set-up are inside the tube furnace, and therefore the contacting procedure has to be done outside the hot zone at room temperature. This contacting is performed with a micromanipulator and is monitored by a USB microscope. 48 Then the sample with the contacted electrode is moved into the hot zone of the tube furnace. Details on the two micro-contact set-ups can be found in Ref. 48 .
Results and Discussion
LSM microelectrodes.-Circular shaped 240 nm thick LSM microelectrodes (Ø = 90 μm and Ø = 190 μm, deposited at 600
• C) were electrochemically characterized in air from 450
• C in the symmetrically heated micro-contact set-up (Fig. 3b) . Typical impedance spectra are depicted in Fig. 4 . In the Nyquist plot the spectra consist of a large semicircle in the low frequency range, a shoulder in the medium frequency range and a high frequency intercept. The shoulder is either semicircle like or it partly resembles a 45
• Warburg-type impedance. For low temperatures the high frequency intercept becomes a separate arc, it can be assigned to the spreading resistance of ion conduction in YSZ. 53, 54 In all temperature regimes, the electrode part of the spectra can be fitted to the circuit given in Fig. 2 and fit curves are also given in Fig. 4 . In the lower temperature regime, the two electrode "semicircles" (i.e. shoulder and main arc) strongly overlap and form one distorted arc in the Nyquist plot (Fig. 4a) . For high temperatures, the two impedance features are somewhat more separated, see phase angle in Fig. 4b . The differently pronounced separation of the arcs at high and low temperatures is a first hint of two different mechanisms of oxygen reduction on LSM.
The temperature dependence of the total polarization resistance (R tot = R a + R b ) for five Ø = 190 μm circular LSM electrodes is shown in Fig. 5 . It clearly exhibits a higher activation energy at higher temperatures. Such an upward bending in an Arrhenius plot can only be caused by two parallel reaction pathways and a change of the dominant path with temperature, see Fig. 6c . 29, 55, 56 Two differently activated serial processes in a single path cannot lead to such a curve (see Fig. 6b ). Accordingly, the changing slope is another strong hint for a mechanistic change -namely a path change -with varying temperature. For LSM the situation is further complicated, since both parallel pathways seem to contain two serial processes as indicated by the two arcs in the impedance spectra and already proven for the bulk path in Ref. 14. However, in the following analysis of the Arrhenius plots we still approximate each path by one admittance element (Y 1 and Y 2 , respectively).
Precisely, Y 1 −1 and Y 2 −1 represent the sum of R a(HT) plus R b(HT) and R a(LT) plus R b(LT) , respectively, with HT and LT indicating the predominant path at high and low temperature, cf. Fig. 6a . Owing to the insufficient fit model, R a and R b of the circuit in Fig. 2 do not necessarily coincide with the location of the resistance indicated in this Fig. 6a . (For the sake of completeness one may mention that both paths lead to the same R YSZ and any local current constriction in YSZ close to the 3PB is included in R a(LT) + R b(LT) ). 57 However, for our circular shaped microelectrodes, the sizes of the arcs and the fits indicate that one resistance is substantially larger than the other one in both temperature regimes, i.e. from 500
• C -950
• C in ambient air. Owing to this dominance of one resistor in each path, a single activation energy should approximately describe the admittance of each path, at least in the parameter range under investigation (see also sketch in Fig. 6d ). Hence, the following equation is used to quantify the Arrhenius plots (
) unless CC License in place (see abstract Therein the pre-exponential factors Y 1 0 and Y 2 0 as well as the activation energies Ea 1 and Ea 2 are fitting parameters; k B and T denote Boltzmann's constant and temperature, respectively. Eq. 3 describes the Arrhenius plot in Fig. 5 and all other temperature dependent measurements very well. Owing to the analysis of logarithmic data sets, also the stability of the fitting procedure was high. The total fit curve and both slopes representing the activation energies Ea 1 and Ea 2 , are shown in Fig. 5 . For circular LSM microelectrodes (Ø = 190 μm) deposited at 600
• C, the activation energies are 2.47 eV ± 0.06 eV and 0.95 eV ± 0.02 eV in the high and low temperature regime, respectively. For microelectrodes of Ø = 90 μm, the measured activation energy values are almost identical to microelectrodes of Ø = 190 μm.
In line with interpretations in Refs. 12-14 and 40, the detected change of the reaction path for decreasing temperature is interpreted in terms of a bulk path at high temperatures and a 3PB surface path at low temperatures. At this stage, such an interpretation is still a hypothesis rather than the only possible explanation. However, its validity can be tested by varying the electrode geometry. For example, finger electrodes ( Fig. 1b) with constant surface area but varying 3PB length should then reduce the polarization resistance in the low temperature region by increasing the 3PB length. This is sketched in Fig. 5B . A capping layer on top of the LSM microelectrodes, on the other hand, decreases the free LSM surface and should thereby increase the polarization resistance in the high temperature (bulk path) region (Fig. 5A ). Both cases are experimentally verified in the next sections.
Effect of a platinum capping layer on LSM microelectrodes.-LSM microelectrodes with and without platinum capping layer (LSM deposited at 600
• C) were measured at temperatures between 600
• C and 920
• C in air in the symmetrically heated set-up. At low temperatures (LT, below 700
• C), impedance spectra of capped and uncapped LSM electrodes exhibit a similar shape with two strongly overlapping semicircles (Fig. 4a) . Also the total polarization resistance is similar for both types of electrodes. At high temperatures (HT, above 700
• C), the total polarization resistance of the LSM/Pt microelectrode is significantly increased; above 900
• C the capped electrode shows a more than five times higher total polarization resistance than the uncapped one. Also the arcs become more separated.
The Arrhenius plot in Fig. 7 summarizes results of five LSM and three LSM/Pt microelectrodes. The trend caused by the capping layer is the following: Similar polarization resistances were observed at low temperatures and higher resistances of capped LSM/Pt microelectrodes at higher temperatures. The averaged activation energy in the high temperature regime is 2.47 ± 0.06 eV for LSM microelectrodes and 2.0 ± 0.05 eV for LSM/Pt. In the low temperature regime 0.95 ± 0.02 eV are found for LSM and 0.89 ± 0.02 eV for the LSM/Pt microelectrodes. The large data scattering at low temperatures might be caused by some degradation of 3PB regions (i.e. an irreversible increase of the polarization resistance) during the long measurement time (≈1 week for each electrode). At high temperatures, the measured values are very reproducible.
The 3PB region and the 3PB length of the Pt capped and uncapped LSM microelectrodes should be very similar, both electrode types are prepared by ion beam etching. The bulk path, however, becomes strongly blocked by the Pt: On LSM/Pt electrodes only the sides, illustrated in Fig. 8b and 8c , can incorporate oxide ions, while on LSM microelectrodes the entire surface is open and thus exhibits an area which is ca. 100 times larger. Hence, the similarity of the polarization resistance at low temperatures is a strong indication for a predominant 3PB surface path ("unaffected" by the Pt capping layer). Also the polarization resistance increase of the capped electrode at high temperature is in qualitative agreement with the prediction sketched in Fig. 5A .
From a quantitative point of view, however, the situation is somewhat more complicated, since the polarization resistance of LSM/Pt is much lower than that of a 3PB surface path extrapolated to higher temperatures but not 100 times higher than for LSM without Pt, despite nominally 100 times less LSM surface area. Moreover, the activation energy of 2.0 eV is much higher than that of the supposed 3PB surface path (∼0.9 eV) but still lower than 2.47 eV measured for the bulk path in LSM electrodes without Pt. We cannot completely exclude a catalytic role of Pt on LSM at high temperatures, but control experiments with porous Pt capping layers did not indicate such effects. We therefore conclude that also for LSM/Pt a transition to a bulk path takes place at higher temperatures but this edge related bulk path has different properties and a different activation energy. This is simply because current lines in LSM electrodes are not necessarily normal to the film plane; also short bulk diffusion distances across/at the edges are possible, see Fig. 8b and 8c. The edge related bulk path scales with the 3PB length 58 and acts as a kind of pseudo-3PB path. Its relevance was quantified in Ref. 58 for electrodes particles with sides perpendicular to the YSZ surface, see Fig. 8b . In the case of ion beam etched LSM and LSM/Pt electrodes, the contribution of such a pseudo-3PB path is probably even more pronounced, since a thinned symmetrical LSM rim surrounding the electrode is formed during preparation (Fig. 8c, 8d, 8e) . Despite the blocking of main parts of the surface by a Pt layer, the edge regions remain bulk path active and become relevant at higher temperatures. Here, transport distances in the LSM are rather short and the relative importance of surface resistance and transport resistance (R a(HT) , R b(HT) in Fig. 6 ) are very different compared to the main part of the LSM electrode. This can change the rate limiting resistance of the bulk path. Possibly the surface reaction dominates the bulk path "across the edges", while ion transport is most resistive for the large area of uncapped LSM electrodes. This could explain the activation energy difference between LSM/Pt and LSM at high temperatures. It is also sketched in Fig. 8a where a different ratio of the two HT resistors of surface incorporation and oxygen transport of LSM/Pt compared to LSM (Fig. 6 ) cause a change of the high temperature activation energy.
Effect of varying three phase boundary length.-LSM finger-type electrodes (see Fig. 1b prepared at 700
• C) were measured in the symmetrically heated set-up in air from 450
• C to 950 • C. All six electrodes have the same surface area of 0.0675 mm 2 , while the 3PB length varies from 1.2 mm (one finger per side) to 7.2 mm (six fingers per side). In Fig. 9a Arrhenius plots of the polarization resistance are compared for electrodes with one and six fingers per side. Particularly at lower temperatures strongly different values are found. However, when scaling the polarization resistance to the 3PB length, the normalized resistances fall together in the lower temperature region (Fig. 9b) . This supports the conclusion made above that at lower temperatures the 3PB surface path is active, cf. sketched Y 2 in Fig. 5B .
Above ca. 730
• C the normalized polarization resistances in Fig. 9b become different and at 940
• C the total (absolute) polarization resistances of the two electrodes in Fig. 9a exhibit rather similar values. Since the two electrodes have nominally the same free surface area, this again suggests a predominant bulk path at higher temperatures. The slight difference even for the highest temperature is most probably due to a still remaining 3PB surface path contribution for electrodes with 6 fingers per side. The 3PB rim shown in Fig. 8c is absent here, due to chemical etching rather than ion beam etching during micropattering. The activation energies Ea i and Y i 0 parameters obtained from double logarithmic fitting according to Eq. 3 are displayed in Table I for 6 and 1 finger electrodes, both for 120 and 240 nm thin LSM films. Activation energies at lower temperatures (ca. 1.25-1.58 eV) are in reasonable agreement with the values reported above. The high temperature Ea values are much higher, namely of the order of 3 eV (except for the 2.4 eV found for 6 fingers, 120 nm see also below).
A more detailed comparison of measurements on LSM finger microelectrodes with two different film thicknesses reveals a further effect (Fig. 10) . On the one hand, all curves of 3PB normalized resistances coincide at low temperatures and support our interpretation in terms of a predominant 3PB surface path. On the other hand, at high temperatures different resistances are found for identical finger numbers but different thicknesses: In both cases, i.e. for 1 and for 6 fingers, the thinner microelectrodes exhibit higher resistances. This seems to contradict a bulk path interpretation since either both thicknesses should lead to the same resistance (rate limiting surface kinetics) or the thicker film should have a higher resistance (transport limitation). Moreover, the fit value Ea 1 (high temperature) of the 120 nm thin electrodes, with six fingers, is much lower (2.38 eV) compared to the 240 nm thick electrodes (>3 eV).
Most probably this has a rather simple reason: Reducing the film thickness also reduces the cross section for in-plane electron conduction in the LSM layer and thereby the electronic sheet resistance 59 in the LSM electrode is increased. For the thinner electrodes, the increased electronic sheet resistance has two consequences. It adds an additional resistor and it reduces the active surface area, i.e. the area to which electrons are supplied and which contributes to the reaction via bulk path. The bulk path resistance of LSM is much stronger thermally activated than the electronic conductivity in LSM, which has an activation energy of only 0.1 eV. 60 Accordingly, the electronic sheet resistance becomes less important for decreasing temperatures, and it is irrelevant in the low temperature 3PB regime. However, it affects electrode properties at high temperatures, particularly for thinner films and many fingers, and may cause a lowering of the effective activation energy and an increase of the polarization resistance.
All these considerations and interpretations are in line with the following test: Finger electrodes with one or two fingers per side and additional Pt capping layers were measured in the symmetrically heated set-up. The total polarization resistance scales with the 3PB length over the entire temperature range (660
• C -880 • C, see Fig. 11 ). Here, the electronic sheet resistance in the LSM film is short-circuited by the platinum layer. The change in activation energy from low to high temperatures is again present but less pronounced than in Fig. 9 (LSM), since the Pt restricts the bulk path to the rim of the Pt capped microelectrode. Therefore, also the high temperature resistance scales with the 3PB length (pseudo-3PB path).
For a more detailed analysis of the effect of different 3PB lengths, all 6 electrodes of Fig. 1b were investigated at the same temperature in the asymmetrically heated micro-contact set-up. Intermediate temperature measurements were performed on different microelectrodes at ca. 700
• C electrode temperature (800 • C hot stage set temperature) in air, subsequently changing from small 3PB length (1.2 mm) to large 3PB length (7.2 mm). The impedance spectra were again fitted to the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2 . The decrease of the total polarization resistance correlates with an increasing 3PB length (Fig. 12a) even though the normalized polarization resistance (R tot · L 3PB ) is not exactly constant. This may be due to irreversible changes which occurred during the measurements on these LSM microelectrodes (cf. second measurement cycle in Fig. 12a ). Changes can be caused by the repeated contacting procedures but also by degradation effects due to temperature gradients resulting from the local cooling of the current collecting tip and the asymmetrical heating. Such a degradation was also observed for Pt microelectrodes 61 when measuring in set-ups with temperature gradients caused by asymmetric heating.
Additional high temperature measurements at 1000
• C set temperature (ca. 850
• C average electrode temperature) were performed on two electrodes with 1.2 mm and 7.2 mm 3PB length (Fig. 12a) . It can be clearly seen that there is only a small difference of R tot despite the strong difference in 3PB length, which supports the interpretation of a change from 3PB to bulk path between lower temperatures (ca. 700
• C) and higher temperatures (ca. 850
• C). At 700
• C the resistance R YSZ , representing the high frequency intercept in the spectrum, decreases by a factor of 1.4 (Fig. 12b) when increasing the number of fingers per side from one to six. This is simply due to the fact that in terms of current constriction in YSZ the 6 finger electrode acts as if it were larger than the 1 finger electrode, thus lowering R YSZ .
Macroscopic electrodes with and without extended 3PB.-In order to further test the interpretations given so far, measurements were also performed on symmetrically deposited macroscopic electrodes of type A and B, see Fig. 1c . Sample A exhibits a grid of 200 nm thick LSM (deposited at 700
• C) and 400 nm thick platinum (deposited at room temperature) with free YSZ surface in between. The 3PB length of these electrodes is roughly 2.5 m for a mesh of 10 μm distance between 10 μm wide stripes (Fig. 1c (A) ). The platinum film acts both as current collector and as oxygen blocking layer on top of LSM. Only the 200 nm high LSM side walls remain as free surface. Samples of type B consist of a dense 200 nm thick LSM film with a 400 nm thick platinum grid on top. The platinum mesh covers more than 75% of the LSM surface and acts as current collector, but substantial areas of free LSM surfaces are still present. The 3PB length is very short and determined by the edge length of the YSZ substrate, i.e. 2 cm per electrode. These two sample types combine very different 3PB lengths (also achieved by finger-type microelectrodes) and very different LSM surface area (as in the case of LSM and LSM/Pt microelectrodes). Hence, both relevant geometrical parameters rather than only one are varied. The two sample geometries were measured by a pseudo 4-point wiring 62 (Pt foil current collectors) in the symmetrically heated set-up. Several samples were investigated and partly several cycles were measured on a single sample, with one cycle lasting up to five days. Samples of type B with small 3PB length were only measurable above ca. 600
• C owing to their very high polarization resistances. Macroscopic LSM electrodes of type A with very large 3PB length exhibit a significant change in the shape of the impedance spectra between low temperature (475
• C) and high temperature (850 • C), cf. Fig. 13a . At low temperature only one distorted semicircle is visible, while for high temperatures clearly two different contributions can be observed in the Nyquist and in the Bode plot. Less shape change is found for samples of type B (Fig. 13b) . Irrespective of the exact shape, an impedance analysis in terms of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2 was performed and fit lines are included in Fig. 13 . The total polarization resistances of two electrodes are plotted in the Arrhenius diagram of Fig. 14a . LSM samples with negligible 3PB length (type B) exhibit a much higher total polarization resistance in the low temperature regime (<700
• C) compared to R tot of the sample with large 3PB length (type A). This is in accordance with the interpretation of a predominant 3PB surface path at lower temperatures.
Around 830
• C very similar resistance values are found which is surprising because one may expect that sample type A with very small LSM surface area exhibits a negligible bulk path contribution. However, as for LSM/Pt microelectrodes this is also not the case here, since the free LSM edges of sample type A, sketched in Fig. 15 , still enable a bulk path. Hence, both pathways are active on both samples, though with different weighting. Therefore, again an analysis by Eq. 3 is feasible. Activation energies and Y i 0 values from both types of samples are summarized in Table II for different measurement series. Very consistently activation energies at high and low temperatures differ substantially with values of the order of 1.4 eV at lower temperature and 2.6 eV at high temperature. This is in good accordance with the microelectrode measurements discussed so far. Ea 2 values calculated for the low temperature regime of samples type B can be expected to have a larger error, since the measured temperature range with relevant 3PB surface path is smaller (Fig. 14a ) and the bending of the curve is not yet very pronounced. However, when using Eq. 3 the low temperature limit with a constant slope does not have to be reached in order to deduce activation energies. Moreover, the calculated activation energies are in good agreement with those found for microelectrodes and therefore we expect them to be also meaningful.
Averages of the admittances Y 1 and Y 2 of both paths (Y 1 , Y 2 from fits to Eq. 3) are plotted in Fig. 14b and show that the transition temperature between the paths strongly depends on the sample type.
This plot also shows that the 3PB surface path ratio between the two types of samples (Y 2 (Type A) / Y 2 (Type B) ) is ca. 10, while the 3PB length differs by a factor of 100. This apparent inconsistency may partly be caused by uncertainties in the true 3PB length (cf. shape of 3PB in Fig. 8 ). However, most probably even more important is the different preparation procedure of the 3PBs: the inner 3PBs of sample A are prepared by photo-lithography and ion beam etching, while the outer 3PB of both samples is simply prepared by grinding. The similarity of the polarization resistance at high temperatures, despite different surface areas, could again be caused by the short transport distances of the pseudo-3PB path of sample type A, see Fig. 15 , aggravated by side walls being far from perpendicular.
Changing paths by heat-treatment and aging.-A macroscopic sample (type A) with LSM prepared in the PLD at 700
• C can be repeatedly measured up to ca. 850
• C without significant changes of the polarization resistance (Fig. 16 blue line) . Increasing the temperature to a higher maximal value changes the LSM electrode irreversibly (decrease of R tot −1 at high temperatures, Fig. 16b ). The low temperature resistance, however, is not affected by this heat-treatment. After the change at high temperatures, again reproducible measurement cycles are possible when not exceeding the maximal temperature reached before (here 940
• C). This modification of the high temperature part of the Arrhenius plot is most probably correlated with microstructural changes in LSM: the microstructure of LSM films not only depends on the PLD deposition temperature but also on the annealing temperature with grain sizes increasing from a few 10 nm without annealing to more than 100 nm after annealing at 1000
• C. An overview of microstructural changes (grain growth) due to annealing is given in Fig. 17 . Such an increase of the grain size is also expected during long time measurements when extending the temperature range to 940
• C (Fig. 16) .
If LSM grain boundaries act as fast paths for oxygen reduction on LSM, the resistance of the electrode is expected to increase with increasing grain size. Indeed, fast grain boundary diffusion was measured in Ref. 10 for LSM bulk samples and we also found enhanced Table II ) and one without extended L 3PB (LSM B = LSM 1 series 1 in Table II tracer exchange and diffusion coefficients of grain boundaries in a tracer study on our LSM thin films. 49 We therefore conclude that microstructural changes are responsible at least for parts of the changes of R tot above 850
• C. However, surface segregation (e.g. of Sr) as an additional reason for irreversible polarization resistance changes cannot be excluded. At high temperatures, the electrode seems to be switched to a new "stable" resistive state with a different average grain size and thus a different polarization resistance. The absence of a resistance change at low temperatures suggests that LSM grain boundaries do not play a significant role for the 3PB surface path.
The effect of different grain sizes becomes also obvious when comparing LSM microelectrodes prepared at different PLD deposition temperatures. It is shown in more detail in Ref. 49 that high deposition temperature leads to much larger grains (column widths). In Fig. 18 the temperature dependent polarization resistances of two differently prepared and differently sized LSM microelectrodes (100 μm and 300 μm in diameter) are shown (700
• C and 861
• C deposition temperature). The electrodes exhibit the same absolute polarization resistance in the bulk path dominated high temperature regime, even though the Ø = 300 μm electrode has a 9 times larger surface area. Much more grain boundaries in films prepared at lower deposition temperature are most probably the main reason of this strong change of the area-specific resistance. At low temperatures with supposed 3PB surface path, on the other hand, the measured polarization resistances scale by a factor of almost three, which excellently matches the 3PB length ratio of the two electrodes.
Hence, all experiments described in this section indicate that most probably the oxygen exchange rate of the bulk path is not determined by oxygen incorporation and transport through LSM grains, but by (parallel) incorporation and transport into/along grain boundaries. This was further investigated and confirmed in a tracer diffusion study on the same films and on epitaxial LSM layers. Details including information on the different contributions of surface and transport kinetics are given in Ref. 49 . Accordingly, the term "bulk path" is indeed somewhat misleading, at least for columnar grown LSM thin films; "grain boundary path" might be more appropriate here.
Interfacial capacitance C b .-A final experimental fact supporting the interpretation of oxygen reduction on LSM in terms of two parallel paths comes from the analysis of the capacitances C b . This capacitance was calculated according to Eq. 2 using fit values Q and n from CPE b and the total polarization resistance R tot = (R 1 + R 2 ) as R. Exemplarily, we consider the capacitance of the circular shaped 240 nm thick LSM (Ø = 190 μm, deposited at 600
• C), measured in air from 450
• C in the symmetrically heated micro-contact set-up (Fig. 3b) . The temperature dependence of the total polarization resistance and the measured impedance spectra are depicted in Figs. 7 and 4 and described in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2.
For Ø = 190 μm LSM microelectrodes, C b shows a virtually temperature independent value of 8.5 · 10 −5 Fcm −2 below ca. 650
• C (Fig. 19) . At higher temperatures it increases up to 5 · 10 -4 Fcm −2
above 900
• C. Irrespective of the exact meanings and locations of the two serial resistors (R a , R b ), an YSZ/LSM interfacial capacitance should be found in parallel to both resistors in case of a 3PB surface path. Hence, a constant and meaningful value of C b is expected as long as the 3PB surface path prevails the oxygen reduction kinetics. In the low temperature region, C b indeed exhibits temperature independent values that are reasonable for an interfacial capacitance. 63, 64 However, C b becomes strongly temperature dependent exactly when the polarization resistance switches from a 3PB surface path to a bulk path. Therefore, we interpret the change of the capacitance in 
Conclusions
Two independent reaction pathways of oxygen reduction on lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM) thin films were successfully identified and quantified. A 3PB surface path for oxygen reduction is found in a low temperature regime (below ca. 700
• C, depending on geometrical parameters). Here, the polarization resistance scales with the 3PB length and has an activation energy of ca. 1.4 eV. At high temperatures, a parallel bulk path with a much higher activation energy of the corresponding resistance (typically between 2.4 and 3.3 eV) becomes predominant. The transition temperature between the paths depends on the exact geometrical properties such as 3PB length and free LSM surface area. The relevance of each path could be further changed by variations of the microelectrode shape and by reducing the free LSM surface via a platinum capping layer. However, also a strong reduction of the available LSM surface by a Pt capping layer cannot completely block the bulk path. Rather, a pseudo-3PB path across edges of LSM seems to be relevant at high temperatures, probably with a change of the rate limiting step within this bulk path. Moreover, the film microstructure -in particular the grain size -affects the LSM bulk path and indicates a rate enhancing role of grain boundaries in oxygen reduction on LSM. Accordingly, a variation of the grain size by different deposition temperatures or high temperature annealing causes resistance changes of the LSM bulk path.
